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About This Game

This is a leisure time game but have a little strategy
If you like cute animals, simple control, difficulty challenge,

you can choose the game!

# Super Simple Control
You only need to control the mouse!

Left click to fly !
Right click to shoot!

# Difficulty Level
Every level of the Games is only 100m

But it's not easy!

# Crazy BOSS
BOSS battle is a funny part in the game
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Want to beat him?
Depends on your control and wisdom!

# Simple Strategy
In the game you can use stars to collect the rainbow candy!

Rainbow candy can be assigned or enhanced to different skills!
Every rainbow candy can be reused!

Do you want different skills to deal with the levels and BOSS?
You can try several times with the game!
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Title: JET HERO
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Strategy
Developer:
ZOV GAME STUDIO
Publisher:
ZOV GAME STUDIO
Release Date: 17 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: intel Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

English,French,Italian,Danish,Ukrainian,Russian,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Turkish,Greek,Norwegian,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Thai,S
wedish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Romanian,Finnish,Dutch,Portuguese,
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This game is actually loads of fun, in spite of it not yet having a full release. I recommend this game for anyone. That's it. No
specific type of person. Just, anyone.

I'm looking forward to seeing how content progresses over time.. All the game issues still exist for so many years and koei never
do something, so what can we do?. simple but fun. Should have been left for dead. It doesn't come close to Valves
groundbreaking A$$-Portal game.. While I did finish the story mode of Escape Rosecliff Island completely, and did have a fair
amount of fun with the concept of searching for objects hidden where you'd expect them least, the game very, very quickly
became very redundant.

In my opinion, searching for 80 objects in one level (the highest amount you'll have to find) is just too much. There's 25 levels,
and on average, you'll have to go through 4 or 5 different places to look for objects.

One small highlight, however, was the finding of all 50 locks, which would then permit to play the bonus games, as well as
looking for all the objects in every of the 25 pictures. With well over 2000 objects to find, it will definitely take some time - and
I took this time to find all of them without taking hints.

Still, I wouldn't really recommend this game, unless you have great patience and tolerance for redundant gameplay and repetitive
actions. I purchased this game in a bundle of Popcap games, which in my opinion is the only way you should get a hold of a
copy of this game.. If you played Puzzle Agent then you know what you're into. The story continues from the first game and
more locations are opened up. Unfortunately, those are about the only good aspects of the sequel.

The bad:

Locations
The game features about the same amount of explorable locations as the first one. While new ones open up, too bad you don't
get to visit all presented on the map. The ones you do visit aren't that many.

Puzzles
Even though there are slightly more puzzles this time around (due to a few extras upon completion), the problem lies in that alot
of them are reused from the first game, essentially lowering their diversity. Also, one puzzles requires that you look up the
answer, unless you know a certain number to a certain decimal place. This is simply bad puzzle design in my opinion.

Story
The story continues and we finally get to crack the case to the mystery surrounding Scoggins. Unfortunately, the story ends up
being convoluted and abruptly ends, as if they ran out of budget or something. We didn't even get to say goodbye to the
characters...

Value
The first game was $2.99, this was $9.99 for what seemed like a rushed job.

Overall I enjoyed the series but the second game should of been more polished. Buy only for the story and if got money to
burn.. Star Trail follows in the tracks of the original game released two years earlier but is still different in several ways with the
graphics and general gameplay being slightly more refined. It is possible to transfer the party of the original game over to Star
Trail for an easier start along with their stats and most equipment. Different bugs depending on the game version can still make
this annoying though as e.g. weapon skills can become messed up and the money gathered in RoA1 is generally greatly reduced.

The story is a continuation of the first game. One year has passed in Arkania since the heroes were able to thwart the orc attack
on Thorwal. But not all is well as the vile creatures have instead turned their attention east and invaded and conquered the
greater part of the Svellt City-League. As the heroes arrive they are given two tasks. For one they are supposed to find the
Salamander Stone, an artifact created to commemorate the short-lived alliance of elves and dwarfs. The artifact might rekindle
the old alliance and incite them to drive the orcs from the land. On the other the heroes ought to find the legendary throwing ax
Star Trail \u2013 for mere monetary reasons.
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With just the tiniest bits of information the hero party, consisting of up to six characters, is off to explore the lands. And at that
point the game shows the first significant differences to the original. Walking through towns is now smooth and not a step-by-
step process, greatly resembling the modern title \u2018Legend of Grimrock\u2019 minus the strafing. Buildings have various
styles now, the map system was vastly improved and range weapons and spells can now be fired diagonally as well. Speech and
small cut scenes were also included.

While in RoA1 even the smallest village could be thoroughly explored in RoA2 this is only true for the six major cities and the
dungeons. Smaller hamlets are just handled through text boxes where the heroes are given choices to e.g. visit the local inn or
temple.

Travelling through the world of Arkania is still done on a large map in form of a red line. Diseases are a constant threat in the
game, caused by bites of wild animals or inappropriate camping equipment in harsh weather conditions. Food and water need to
be found or the party will starve to death. In addition the shoes of a hero might be destroyed, making him lose precious health
points with every step. While camping the heroes can attempt to gather herbs, food and water, perform healing talents and put
up guards at night to avoid surprise attacks by the local wildlife or bandits. A handy in-game function lets you repeat these tasks
as required and you do not have to set them manually every night as in RoA1.

Ever present are the death traps ranging from an ibex that likes to knock overly daring heroes off the mountain, a deadly fire
spirit that needs well thought persuasion, to mobs that arrive with pitchforks and torches to end the heroes unless they carry the
correct item to save them. For the most part the death traps are easier to avoid than in RoA1 though.

Combat is done on an isometric grid with each character having an amount of points per round based on how much weight they
carry. The less your character carries the more actions (attack, use items, use spells etc.) he will be able to perform. New is the
helpful but risky auto-combat mode where the game calculates the outcome of the battle. As the game does not bother with well
thought out tactics it is good to always keep an eye on your health and when things go wrong quickly return to manual combat
before it might be too late. The auto-combat speeds up battles greatly though.

Spells are still important in the game, both in combat and outside, but just like in the predecessor some spells are a waste,
meaning they have no use in the game altogether while others can only be used meaningfully a single time in the entire trilogy.
The same is true for certain talents. It is good advice to find a game guide telling which spells or talents should not be trained or
precious points are wasted in never used talents like \u2018riding\u2019 or spells like 'AEOLITUS'.

All in all Star Trail is a vast improvement compared to RoA1 and probably the best of the series. It is still difficult, requires lots
of micro management and one wrong move can mean death. The fact that the game gives you few hints as to what to do and
where to go does not help. You need to explore a lot and talk to all the people you can meet, no matter how unimportant they
seem, as they can still carry the important piece of information you need.

Star Trail might turn many players away due to its age and antiquated style but it is a grand adventure worth remembering if you
give it a chance.. Quality game, spectacular soundtrack. This game is worth getting a copy of, with the soundtrack.
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Bloo Kid 2 has great music, nice graphics, and tight controls. But I just didn't find myself enjoying the levels (I made it through
about 2 of the worlds) or the enemies. But for the price--especially on sale--it might be worth a look if you are fan of
platformers and want to try something new..
The Negatives

Terrible treaty AI: The AI will basically just take random territory it controls during a war leading to border gore. A
bigger issue however is that the AI likes to permanently occupy larger countries and never make peace.

Civil Wars: The rebel faction just gets a bunch of random provinces for their rebellion. This just makes civil wars
tedious and worse, Its bad strategy because preparing and adapting them is just pure luck.

Populists: Its a bit ridiculous that they can win elections despite low popularity and few seats. This kinda undermines
the whole point of managing the senate. Its not game breaking but you're punished with a changed national idea if you
get a populist in power. You'll basically just have to occasionally arrest nobody senators who somehow find themselves
next in line for the Consulship.

Casus Belli: Its hard to find excuses for war. You gotta either wait for border incidents or spam assassins.

Lack of factions: Not really a bad thing but the northern tribes are basically unplayable and the monarchies are boring.
Stick to Rome and Carthage.

Buggy: The game crashes and installing mods is actually pretty difficult. The patches needed to run most mods are
hidden inside obscure threads on the Paradox forums and were apparently not made with Steam in mine.

The Positives

Generals: The game knows what its trying to be. The difference between a 9 general and 10 general is thousands of
deaths and this means that you'll have to do everything in their your power to get incredible generals infront of your
armies. Most good generals will earn a following of soldiers who are loyal to them instead of the state and will tend to
be ambitious. These generals will want promotions, triumphs and bribes and if they're especially ambitious they'll even
start a civil war. Another nuanced mechanic is that units who are loyal to a general will fight better under that general
so you have to try and balance your generals popularity with their threat to the status quo.

Senate: The senate isn't perfect but managing it is focus of the game rather than an annoying side attraction. You get
bonuses depending on which faction is in charge and get punished harshly with a changed national idea and negative
modifiers if the populists get in. The senate is not a boring side attraction, its a den of intrigue and fun for those who
like to autistically micromanage things. You want to switch which faction is in charge depending on your needs.

Barbarians: Germania and Spain are made up of colonial provinces that spawn hoards. These hoards lack organization
and equipment but their numbers and occasional brilliant generals make them a threat. As Rome you basically need to
garrison the north because its unpredictable. You need to build forts and set up buffer states as at any moment a giant
hoard that's actually a threat could spawn. The northern tribes are playable but they obviously only exist just to be
made into buffer states by the player as they lack any mechanics or way to actually resist the barbarians.

Less Mana: You can't instantly convert provinces culture or religion with some magical points. This means you have to
actually manage your empire and deal with diverse populations. This means the game actually has a late game instead
of a boring slog of steam rolling. Much of your great army will be resisting the barbarians and guarding against
rebellions. You'll have to rely on a smaller corp of elite units with good generals to continue painting the map. That
means you can't neglect the senate or stop managing your generals.
This may seem like a minor detail but makes the late game fun.

Chance: Battles come down to terrain, army makeup, modifiers (based on laws\/government), numbers and generals.
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There aren't too many ways to game the system. You will get destroyed if you pick bad generals or attack across rivers
but luck might be on your side and you might win despite your poor choices. However, the luck of the dice roll can also
undermine even the greatest of generals. This randomness is lacking in newer Paradox games and its sad because
chance adds a layer of depth to strategy games.

Challenge: Even Rome is going to have a hard time in the early game. Macedon, Epirus and Carthage all have generals
that are actually good, much larger fleets and access to cavalry and even elephants. The challenge extends into the late
game as more land means more governors, generals and influential senators to manage. You may also find yourself
with less manpower in the late game as your population of small landowners is replaced by a society of slaves and
citizens who want bread and circus. Its a game with problems but its also a game that avoids all of the problems of a
modern Paradox title.. What can I say? Pure nostalgia. A.I. is a little ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ but being able to play the campaign
again brings up so many memories. The only bad thing about this game is that online has been disabled and that means
no more anticamper.

Should buy if you want a challenging single player campaign.. At this point in time, I'm at 105 hours of play time. This
game offers exactly what I've been searching for throughout my life, a game that allows me to create my own
village\/kingdom and micromanage the lives of my colonists in a 3D format. I specifically love that my colonists are
able to work by themselves without me having to constantly hover over them to make sure that they're doing their job.
It makes you feel like you're actually a ruler, not having to be bothered with most of the hard work after a few hours of
gameplay. Heck, all this game needs now is the ability to create blueprints that allow the player to basically copy and
paste their structures for builders to construct for you. Increased banner radius or multiple banners for multiple
colonies would be lovely as well but that is more of a hope than a recommendation.

My only complaint is that it would be nice to see variation in enemy type and maybe introduce neutral entities. Perhaps
wild animals, the classic spider or skeleton, or mystical creatures like ogres. Biomes, crops, and air travel are being
worked on at the time of writing this so there is a chance that something like this could be implemented one day.

Other than that. it's worth the money in my opinion for an early access game. It somewhat reminds me of another
blocky game that I shall not name but instead of searching for mods to achieve a kingdom feel, it's base game content.
However, if you're not a fan of sitting back, observing and want action, this may not be the game for you at this point
in time. I'd say keep up with the development blogs to make your purchasing decision.

Uitstekend spel.. quot;They Ate My Clapper" is the name of the movie our hero Nate goes to see so often the cashier
knows him by name. I do not know how or why the developers, phime studios LLC, came up with that name for a
movie, but for some reason it reminds me of every zombie movie and game ever made. (They Ate My Brains
immediately came to my mind.) This is especially true when the first thing our movie herione, Gabriella, says to Nate is
"The Mindhunters are after us." No zombies though, unless being zombie-fied by mind control counts.

Story: Our hero, Nate, goes to watch the movie "They Ate My Clapper" quite often. One evening he falls asleep and is
transported into that particular movie's world. There he meets Gabriella, a detective of sorts, looking to stop the
Mindhunter and find/rescue the movie's crew who are making the movie "They Ate My Clapper." (Paradox, anyone?)

Gameplay: In a word: challenging. This is more of a point and click game then a hidden object game, and full of logic.
Everything is logical, the gameplay objectives and goals, and the puzzles. It is the most logical game I have ever played,
in fact. No turning screws with a coin, there is actually a screwdriver! It is also quite challenging, and only the most ...
insane? would try this game on expert the first time though. Some of the things that need to found are quite hard to
find and I generally do not use game hints but for this game I highly recommend them when stuck. (Or use this game
guide I found after I played - http://www.phime.com/showing-tonight-mindhunters-incident-strategy-guide/).

Despite some quite subtle paradoxes, the game itself plays out as a mystery, and not as the movie plot though that is
debatable. There 7 chapters total, the last being what could be called "the bonus chapter" and 8 locations plus 1
location added for chapter seven (but only accessible through another location). Each location is then divided into
scenes which vary in number. For example, the first location has 6 scenes. There a map, a very nice 3D map for fast
travel, but it is not really needed until chapter seven.
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The Hidden Object aspect: There are only 3 actual word list Hidden Object scenes in the first 6 chapters, and 2 in
chapter seven. What the hidden object scenes are, are silhouette hidden objects or SHOs as the developer calls them. (6
in the main storyline.) This is very different from the usual standard word list. A SHO is a group of pictures that must
be located in the scene and once clicked on a "shadow"/silhouette appears behind the object. The gamer then must
rotate the object to match the "shadow"/silhouette. This is quite the challenge, especially for those like me that lack
skill with spatial reasoning. Also about 5 clicks or so into rotating the object a red box appears asking if you want to
skip. Hmmm? I thought after a few of those, these little puzzles can be solved in less than 5 clicks?? It is true (look in
the guide if you do not believe). Most, if not all, are solvable in 2 clicks. (They would have to be since 3 achievements
(based on 1 minute time) are given for these SHOs.)

Puzzles: My, oh my, and OMG. This game's version of mini-puzzles include fixing a car engine, a driving test, check
mating a king, geography, a crossword slider, launching a rocket and not 1 but 2 arcade games. Absolutely nothing
standard here! I definitely suggest reading the game instructions.

In conclusion, one of the best games I have ever played and well worth full price. I did get a free key from the
developers, phime studios, (which I was very surprised about) for supporting their Greenlight effort. Even if I had not
received a key I would have still bought this game. If they ever make more of this series I am definitely going to buy
them, (and phime studios might since the game ended with 'To be continued'.)
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